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ABS TRACT 

The convent ional field measurement s in sl ab ava lan che control inc lude snow 
strength, creep, and glide . The snow strength appears naturally in any fai l ure 
criterion, but the inc l usion of creep and glide data i nto the sl ab mechanics is 
not obvious. Here, the physica l features of creep and glide are discussed. Thi s 
l eads to possib l e mode l s whi ch can be incorporated into a continuum theory . As a 
result, defi ni te suggestions are made concerning the range of parameters to be 
measured in the fi el d. 

Introduction 

The so lution of problems in 8nm., s lab mechanics can be based on the fo r mulation of Perla and 
LaChapelle (1970) \<1here some metamorphosis of either the snow ground interface or some surface in 
the 60mo1 s lab causes a reduction in shear capacity . This approach has been fur ther devel oped by 
Brown , Evans , and LaChapelle (1972) to find the state of str ess in fa l len snOH and the dimensions 
of s l ab avalanches; this \.,Iork provides no causali t y for the shear degene r at i on , and the boundary 
condition on the i nterface is described as zero normal motions and a definite shear s tress . The 
solution used is l inear elasticity theory . 

The fi r st shortcomings of t he Brown, Evans, and LaChapelle tmrk are : (1) The inability to 
model actual interface boundary conditions associated \~ ith def inite metamorphosis ; and (2) the 
inability to account for the nonlinear and temporal response of the snOt~. These t,~o features are 
often included in the expressions , gli de and creep. The objec t of this paper is to discuss the 
i nclusion of these feat ures i nto snOt~ s l ab mechanics. 

Glide 

The relative motion bet\~een the ground surface and the juxtaposed snot~ Hill serve as a 
definition of glide . The motion is the measured translations over definite periods of time. 
It is natural to think of the onset of and subsequent mo tion being control led by the l aws of 
Amon tons . These would mean that glide \~ould not occur when 

T < a lls [ l J 

\~here T is t he i nterface shear, 0" the interface normal pressure, and 11 the static coefficient of 
friction. ~.Jhen [11 becomes an eq uality, glide cotTmlences and the resis~ance to this motion is a 
shear 

[ 2J 

\~here llk is kineti c coefficient of f r iction and llk < ll . One consequence of such laHs is the 
monotOnl.c increase of the glide speed \vith time. Examination of the results of Gand and Zupancic 
(1965) fo r glide near Davos indicates that the speed increases wi th time until a t erminal value is 
attained. This speed is then maintained for the r est of the season . The results in figure I have 
a reverse trend inasmuch as the terminal speed is the decay from the high values of the earlier 
season. Cl early these tHO sets of readings from Davos and the Cascades are in conflict . Hm~ever , 

they do refute the restraint equation [ 2] ; the speed does stabilize in both cases , and the resist
ance must depend on the speed . Thus 

T - f(v) [ 3J 

where v is the glide speed. The functional form of [ 3) will apparently be completely different in 
t he two cases discussed. 

The small scale features at the interface consist of soft snOl~ laid on a hard ground \~ith the 
possibility of organic separation . The ground is rugged and, because of the differences between 
hardness of the ground and snow, it is unlikely that the usual concept of slipping can apply. 
Rm~e (1964) has shown , for materials ,~ith very di f ferent hardness , failure is by shear in the 
softer material at a layer beyond the envelope of the rough surface . This means that fai lure 
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Figure 1 . Glide measur ements , 1971 - 72, Mt . Bakel', rvashington . 

,",auld be in the s no,., itself unless t he organic l ayer \vas smoo t h and slippery or unless melt ,,,ater 
appeared at the i nterface . Fo l lowing up on Rowe I s ,,,,ark , tole would anticipa t e t hat t he ini t iation 
of glide would be associate d with the s hear capaci ty of t he snot... . Here we tvculd consider a 
sintered mater i al with t he conditions ripe for the application of t he Bowden- Tabor (lQS8) theory 
of fai l ure across t he cohere d i nter faces o f t he grains . Unfortunately , in s now t he phase s t a t e is 
dependent on the st ress conditions as ~yell as the t emperature . The usual process of bond f racture 
at t he i n ter face occurs . This can be due to a combi nation of change of properties as we l l as t he 
stress level . Heal ing may al so happen. Thus , on the in t erface in the snow mat e rial a continuous 
process of healing and f r act ure, associated with r ege1ation, mus t be expec t e d. 
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The previous discussion s uggests that once steady thermal and mechani cal conditions exist 
near the interface , uniform glide speed sho uld be attained . Unt i l that steady s t ate , the glide 
speed ~>1lll depend on the presence of ~"ater , the organic layer , the snm" condition , the slope and 
gro und smoothness . lolhether t he glide accelerates to t he terminal speed, as in the Davos ,,,ark, or 
deceler a tes as i n t he ~vork shmoln in figure 1, depends on these local conditions . The final steady 
speed ",111 also be affected by the local conditions. 

A conclusion concerning glide is ther efor e 
steady mechanical and thermal conditions exis t . 
l ocal characteristics . 

that a terminal steady speed ,viII be attained once 
The prior speed '''il l be closely associated '''ith 

A point with regard to the interpretation of field measurement s of glide is 'vorth noting . The 
gl ide velocity measured at a pa r ticular location depends not only on the i nterface conditions at 
that point but also on conditions at other locations on t he moving i nterface , on the sno", properties, 
and on the boundary conditions over the 'olhole slope . Thus , meaningful comparison of resul ts obta ined 
at different si tes and different geographic l ocations is particularly difficult. 

Cl'eep 

This te rm is usual l y appl i ed to deviatoric as ",ell as dilational changes '''ith time. The fi r st 
is associated 'vi th the grains riding over each other, the second ,vith gr ain readj ustmen t tmvar d a 
minimum bulk volume . Both processes are aided by the crys t als t ending to a spherical shape by loss 
of crystal branches due to vapor diffusion t hrough the air spaces. The grain s i ze decr eases and t he 
regime changes al l o",ing local relocation and slidi ng to proceed r apidly. In spring time the process 
is aided by the intrusion of melt ",ater from the sur face . On a typical slope the cr eep occurs as 
motion parallel to and normal t o the surface . Shear creep is manifested ,,,hen t he paral lel vel ocity 
depends on t he position of the s now . Dilational creep appears as se ttlement and unifo rm bulk motion 
do"'n the slope . The strain rates in the t",o modes are of the same order of magnitude on avalanche 
slopes . 

Fi gure 2 shows r es ults of sa\'1dus t column tests i n the Cascades . It is noted t ha t the columns 
remain straight and that the shear creep strain rate is independent of position. This means that 
the shear strain is constan t over the depth 'vhereas the shear st r ess incr eases with dep th; t he 
constitutive la", fo r the creep process of t he snow is not tha t of a linear, homogeneo us , iso tropic 
material. 

The cr eep speeds are of the same order a s the measured glide speeds . Both featu r es a r e 
therefore eq ually important in any anal yt i cal formu l ation. 
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Figure 2. Typioal opeep expepiment, Mt . Baker 
Site 3. 

DURATION OF EXPER IMENT : 

sec (~2 MONTHS) 5 .087 X 10
6 

SHEAR CREEP: 
-6 

1.497 X 10 cm/sec 

GLIDE: 
- 6 

0 .2295 x 10 cm/sec 

ORIGINAL HEIGHT: 422 cm 

FINAL HEIGHT: 

SLOPE ANGLE : 
SOUTHWEST 

156cm 

30°, SOUTH 
FACING SLOPE 

TERRAIN: SHORT BRUSH AND GRASS 
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Glide Material 

The glide boundary condition occurring ~,.dth thermal and mechanical equlibrium appears to 
result in a uniform glide speed . At any time the total normal interface area . A, \dl1 be com
prised of fluid and solid parts (AF and AS)' thus 

[4] 

The area Ap may in fact include separated interface regions dis c ussed by Lang and Brm-m (1973). 
The only requirement is that ~ is unable to s ustain shear stresses; then the apparent shear stress 
during glide is 

, = [S ] 

\"here T is the shear strength of the snoH' in the region Ap ' This has a likeness to the Bm.,rden
Tabor (1958) hypotheses. The area AS ~vil1 depend not only on the melting and freezing on the 
interface but also on the somol column \"eight. This affects t he normal contact force on the 
s intered material considered here. An increase in no r mal force increases the contact area (AS) 
and results in a higher tangential force to cause incipient rigid body s lip. Thus if N is 
the no rma l contact force, T the tangential force at the contact betHeen t~"o spheres at incipien t 
s l ip, then 

T = ~ N [ 6 ] 
s 

and 

T 
[7] , 

s 
AS 

Because the increase in AS '''ith N i s nonlinear, it is apparent that the value of l in [5] is not 
only sensitive to the thermal sta te but also depends on the ,,,eight of the snOH overburden. The 
importance of the se aspects ,,,ill vary from si te to site. 

A steady situation later in the season ,,,auld be expected to produce a n isothermal state , non
modifying snOH properties and fixed snOl" overburden . A possible relationship at this steady state 
bet,,,een the interface apparent shear, l , and the finite glide speed v is 

T =- B v-I [8] 

Hhere v depends o n AsIA and B on the local conditions providing the values in [6] and (7] . 

Cl'eep Model 

Consideration of the material suggests that tractable problems in s nOH mechanics are generally 
of t,,,o types : (1) Those in ,,,hich dis turbances are of shor t duration and behavior is essen tially 
e lastic , and (Z) those ,,,here loads are sustained for longer times and viscous flm" is significant 
compared to initial elastic motions . For type (1) indications are that at least for 10H s tresses 
a linear elastic la~" may be justi fiable (Brmm et a1. 1972) . For type (Z), consideration of the 
material as either nonlinear o r inhomogeneous lead to motions cons istent Hith those observed. 
These t~"o forms of st eady creep la,,, are invest igated here . 

For this purpose ,"e ~"ill assume uniform s lope and s nDl" depth and con stant snm" density , p . 
Coordinates are as s hml7Tl i n figure 3 '''here a n infinite extent in the Xz plane exists. Then the 
knmm str ess components, l 11' (Brml7Tl et a1. 197Z) are: 

[ 9a ] 

'22 - peose Xz [9b] 

o [ ge] 
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Knmm strain rate components , d
ij

, are : 

[lOaJ 

[lObJ 

based on our experimental evidence (figure 2), 
we assume kl is constant . 

Thus only d22 , 1"11' and 1"22 are unknmm. 

(a) Nonlinear Isotropic Constitutive Lat.,l.-
To model an isotropic homogeneous relation 
bett.,leen stress and strain rate for steady 
creep, we assume a consti tut ive 1st." of t he 
form (Salm 1967): 

Tij = Fl °ij + F2 dij [11J 

where Fl and F2 are funct i ons of the independ
ent strain rate invariants II and 12 and t."here 

II = dkk [12J 

1 
12 = "2 dij dij [13J 

Figure J . Coordinate system for oreep model 
of Zong uniform sZope . 

From [101. for the state of deformation under 
consideration , 

[14 J 

12 = d 2 + 2k 2 
22 1 [15J 

From [l1J 

[16J 

\.,Ihich. using [9a1 and [10a1. give 

F (d d' + 2k ') = pSin0 
2 22' 22 1 kl x2 

[17] 

Clearly , the dependence of 1"22 on 
not presently available , hOl."ever, 
readily be shmm that [17] cannot 

x
2 

must be knmm. before proceeding further. Thi s information is 
and the general relation L2/:(X 2) lofi11 be assumed . It may 
be satisfied if d

22 
is consfant . Assuming 

[18J 

t."here k2 is constant, then [17] can be most simply satisfied if 

[19 J 

where ct is a material constan t . 

Satisfaction of [9b] pl aces restrictions on Fl t."hich using [11] become 

[20J 

[20] is most simply satisfied if 

[ 21 J 
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and hence the simplest form of [11] consi stent \yith observations is 

and in terms of a and a the parameters of deformation , kl and k
2

, are given by 

- ~ tan0 

" 
k = _ psinG 

2 S 

(b) Inhomogeneous Constitutive LatY' . --The observed shearing deformation \Yill occur if 

\yhere E is a material constant 1yhich increases linearly \yith depth and is zero on the upper 
surface. Such inhomogeneity 'yould result if the flmy laly for steady creep 1yere of the form 

[22J 

[23 J 

[24J 

[25J 

[26J 

\V'here A and E are material constants '''hich depend on invariants of the state of strain, that is, 
stress-induced inhomogeneity. The observed deformation 'oIQ uld occur if E , .. ere linear in volumetric 
strain (or hydrostatic stress). 

Arg ument (b) for inhomogeneous material p r ovides a simpler explanation of the observed shear
ing motion than argument (a) . For this reason, it must be preferred at this stage. Provided that 
A and E are strain or stress dependent, then [ 26] stil l describes nonlinear material behavior . For 
some stages of creep , hotyever, t .. here the state of stress remains constant, the behavior 1 .. ill be 
equivalent to that of an inhomogeneous isotropic material . Clearl y, fu rther experimental evidence 
is required before more definite conclusions may be draloffi \yith regard to the constitutive la'" for 
steady creep. 

Avalanche Prediction 

From the hypothesis of Perla and LaChapelle (1970) and the subsequent full analyses (Gand 
and Zupancic 1965), it is clear that one avenue of aval anche prediction concerns the attenuation 
of basal shear capacity. The regelation model sugges t ed here for the steady speed case would mean 
that over a s ubstantial total interface area A some part ,yill be melted and some frozen . 
Additionally, separation may occur . Under these circumstances [4] and [5] apply . Over AF the 
s hear capacity , ... ill be zero \ ... hereas over As the capacity at incipient s liding , ... ill be TS ' This 
, ... ill reduce , ... hen a va l ue llk 2. lJ 2. II is introduced into [6 ] . Averaged over the interface, t his 
will acco unt for some regions slipp~ng locally and some just on the point of slipping . A conse
quence is that as AsIA decreases , the apparent shear capacity, T, decreases and the glide speed 
increases. Thus the physical model for glide resistance of Gand and Zupancic (1965) and by figu r e 
1 can be explained by the hypothesis of [ 5] . In this case, our interest is in the sense of the 
ration AsIA and hence in the sign of the rate of change 0,£ glide speed with respect to time . 
tllien the glide speed is increasing, , ... ith no additional evidence of increase in sno, ... strength, then 
condi tions of incipient avalanching should be expected . \vith decreasing glide speed , the slope 
should be stabilizing . In figure 1 the increasing glide speeds in February forecast periods of 
danger because of the increase in AF ; the decreasing speeds in February and Harch give rise to 
confidence in the suOt ... slope stability. 
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